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I.Trắcnghiệm: 0.25 x 24= 6đ

1. Pronunciation 1 1
2. Stress 2
3. Grammar 4 2
4. Error identification: 2
5. Language function 2

10. Vocabulary:
+ Word form / Word meaning
+ Synonym / Antonym

3 2 1

11.  Read a passage and choose  the
suitable answers

1 2 1

II. Tựluận: 4đ
1.Cloze reading: Read a
passage and fill in the suitable words.

1 2 1 0.25 x 4= 1đ

2. Writing: 0.5 x 4= 2đ
a.Rewrite the sentences or do as

directed
1 1 1.0d

b. Build the meaningful sentences 1 1 1.0đ
3. Word formation: 2 2 0.25 x 4= 1đ

II. NỘI DUNG KIẾN THỨC:

1. Từ vựng: Từ vựng theo chủ đề từ Unit 1 đến Unit 7 (trừ Unit 5)
2. Ngữ pháp:

- Tenses ( Present Simple, Past Tenses)
- Infinitive and Gerund
- Passive Infinitive and Passive Gerund
- Gerund and Present Participle
- Perfect Gerund and Perfect Participle
- Reported Speech with Gerund
- Conditional Sentences and Conditionals in Reported Speech

III. MỘT SỐ ĐỀ MINH HỌA:
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ANSWER SHEET

SECTION A (6.0ms)– MULTIPLE CHOICE
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions from 1
to 24
Circle the word whose the underlined part is pronounced differently from the rest.
1. A. chemistry B. Christmas C. scholarship D. charity
2. A. whole B. wheel C. whether D. whale
Circle the words which has stress pattern  differently from the rest.
3. A. acquaintance B. selfishness C. enthusiast D. suspicion
4. A. contestant B. completion C. remember D. membership
Choose the best answer among A, B, C or D to complete the sentences or do as directed:
5. My close friend is often concerned ___________ all problems that I mention.

A. over B. with C. above D. into
6.She found it difficult to get ______ with new friends.
A. acquaint B.acquaintance C. acquainted D. acquaints
7. Daisy: Anna, you look great! You’re much slimmer than the last time I saw you.
Anna: ___________________________

A. Well, yes. I look like a film star.
B.  Do you like looking at me?
C. Well, yes. I am going on a diet but I am feeling very tired.
D.  Well, yes. Actually I’ve been on a diet and I’ve been doing a keep-fit class too.

8. We watched the little girl __________ across the street.
A. walk B. to walk C. is walking D. walked

9. Loyalty is the third important quality when choosing a true friend.
(Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word)
A. Truth B. Faithfulness C. Strength D. Sureness

10. Michael accused his brother _______________.
A. to break the vase B. for breaking the vase
C. of having broken the vase D. with having broken the vase
11. They were bitterly disappointed at the result of the game.

(Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word)
A. joyful B. contented C. amazed D. interested

12. “I’m sorry that I was rude to you  yesterday, Nga”, said Minh.
A. Minh was sorry that he was rude to Nga the day before.
B. Minh was sorry that Nga’d been rude to him the day before.
C. Nga apologized to Minh for being rude to him the previous day.
D. Minh apologized to Nga for being rude to her the previous day.
13. _________ are the ones to decide who wins a competition.

A. Judges B. Spectators C. Audience D. Competitors
14. Paul expected _________to Linda’s house warming party.

A. to invite B. invited C. to be invited D. being invited
15. A: “ Have you ever taken part in a Singing Contest?” B: “___________”
A. One more times B. One times C. Yes, when I was a student D. I don’t like it
16. He is the only _______ that has not run in this race before.

A. competitor B. competitive C.competition D. compete
17. John ___________ him carry the package.
A. thanked me for helping B. said thanking with me to help
C. told me to thank with helping D. asked me to thank and help
18. Parents rarely let their children ____________ out after 9 p.m.

A B C D A B C D A B C D
1     9     17    
2     10     18    
3     11     19    
4     12     20    
5     13     21    
6     14     22    
7     15     23    
8     16     24    



A. going B. went C. goes D. go
Choose the underlined part among (A, B, C, D ) that needs correcting
19. Each (A) nation has(B) many people who voluntary take(C) care of others(D).
20. Her little(A)brother insisted(B)to go(C)to the stadium by(D)himself.
Read the passage and choose the item among A,B,C or D that best answers the questions:

HOUSEWARMING PARTY
A housewarming party is held when a person, couple, or family moves into a new house or an

apartment. It is an occasion for the hosts to present their new home to their friends, and for friends to
gather, socialize, and enjoy refreshments such as alcoholic drinks and snack foods. In some cases, the
friends and family members who are invited may bring gifts for the new home. Housewarming parties are
generally informal, and there are usually no planned activities besides a tour of the new house.

DINNER PARTY
A dinner party is a formal social gathering at which people eat dinner together, usually in the host’s

own home. At the least formal dinner parties, a buffet of food is provided on a table or counter, and the
guests choose items from the buffet and eat standing up as they talk and mingle. At the most formal dinner
parties, dinner is served at a dining table with places settings. Dinner parties are sometimes preceded by a
cocktail party, a social gathering in a living room or bar where guests drink alcoholic cocktails as they
mingle. Women guests may wear cocktail dresses. Cocktail parties are often held as a prelude to a dinner
party.
Questions
21. A housewarming party is held _________.
A. every week or every month B. when someone moves into a new house
C. when people live together in a new apartment D. after the hosts sell their old houses.
22. What shouldn’t a person do when he is invited to a housewarming party?
A. enjoy refreshment B. have snack foods C. bring gifts D. plan the activities for the hosts
23. What does the word “mingle” in paragraph 2 mean?
A. join B. share C. play D. sing
24. Which of the following sentences is NOT true?
A. Guests can have alcoholic drinks at a housewarming party.
B. Housewarming parties are very informal ones.
C. Some guests can wear any kinds of dresses at the dinner party.
D. At some dinner parties, guests can eat standing up.
SECTION B (4.0ms):
I. Complete each of the sentences with the correct form of the word in brackets. (1.0m)
1. The personality we don’t like from a friend is _______________. (LOYAL)
2. She spilled a glass of wine on his shirt at the party. She was in a very _____ situation.(EMBARRASS)
3. While Diana ______________ her favorite television program, there was a power cut. (WATCH)
4. The exam is coming, so the teachers make their students __________ a lot.(STUDIOUS)
II. Read the passage and then fill in each blank with ONE suitable word. (1.0m)

More and more young people are (1) ___________volunteer work abroad. The wide variety of jobs
and destinations available is making it an increasingly attractive option for those (2) __________ have just
left school and have a year free before university. Many choose to (3)___________ these twelve months
working in poor countries. There they will earn little or no money. But they will be doing something useful
and enjoying the experience.

The work may consist of helping the local communities, for example by helping to build new road or
provide water supplies for isolated rural villages. Other projects may concentrate more(4) _________
conservation or environmental protection. What kind of job it is, it is certain to be challenging and
worthwhile, and an experience that will never be forgotten.
III. Rewrite each of the sentences so that it is closest in meaning to the original one or do as
directed. (2.0 ms)
1. He was crossing the road. I caught sight of him.
I noticed ______________________________________________________________
2. “ Don’t leave your handbag in the car ”. said the guard to us
The guard warned _____________________________________________________
Write a complete sentence with the words given.
3. The / pop star/ objected / be/ criticize / non-professionals //
______________________________________________________________________
4. policeman/ not permit/ them /go through/ military zone//
 ________________________________________________________________

-----------------------THE END ------------------------
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ANSWER SHEET

SECTION A (6.0ms)
1. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently
from that of the others.

A. mow B. lawn C. forward D. power
2. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently

from that of the others.
A. overheard B. earthquake C. breakfast D. research

3. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that has a different stress pattern.
A . population B. available C. university D. education

4. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that has a different stress pattern.
A. participate B. handicapped C. performance D. donation

5. You don’t have to attend the course. Attendance is purely........................
A. volunteer B. voluntary C. voluntarily D. to volunteer

6.  We have to protect our natural ......................, such as coal, oil, forest, ect……
A. population B. resources C. rate D. methods

7. I'm tired. I'd rather...................out this evening  if you don't mind.
A.. not going B. not to go C. don't go D. not go

8. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word.
She had never imagined being able to visit such remote countries.

A. foreign B. faraway C. desolate D. friendly
9.Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word.

Pressure on natural resources will increase as we face a population explosion
A. decline                                    B. raise                           C. rise                                D. go up

10. ”What will you do if you have  free time on Sunday?”, he asked me.
A He asked me what would I  do if I have  free time on Sunday
B He asked me what he  would  do if he has  free time on Sunday
C. He asked me what I would  do if I had free time on Sunday
D He asked me what he would do if he had free time on Sunday.

11. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction.
No one would have attended the lecture if you told the truth about the guests

A B C               D
12. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction.

I'm sure he is capable in running a mile in for minutes.
A B             C                   D

13.Daisy:  _______________________________________________________
John: To my mind, we should carry out education programmes and use birth-control methods.

A. What should we do to solve the problem of overpopulation?
B. What are the causes of overpopulation?
C. What should we do to encourage people to have children?
D. Why should  people have fewer children?

14. The population of South Asia accounts__________32 per cent, more than ______the population of
Europe, which takes up 15 per cent.

A. for/half B. for/double C. about/half D. about/double.
15._______________.from the horseback, he was taken to hospital.

A. When fall B. To fall C. Having fallen D. Being falling
16. I / know / she / in / hospital / I / visit / her / .

A. If I have known that she was in hospital , I would have visited her .
B. If I had known that she was in hospital , I will have visited her .

A B C D A B C D A B C D
1     9     17    
2     10     18    
3     11     19    
4     12     20    
5     13     21    
6     14     22    
7     15     23    
8     16     24    



C. If I knew that she was in hospital , I would have visited her .
D. If I had known that she was in hospital , I would have visited her .

17. After_____________the requirements, I decided not to join the competition.
A. know B. knowing                          C. to know                      D. have know

18. We can’t grow enough food to_____________the increasing population.
A. support B. supportable C. supportive D. supporter

19.  China is the most ____________ country in the world.
A. populated B. populous C. popular D. populate

20. The bag was heavy, so we could not take it with us.
A. If had the bag not been heavy, we would have taken it with us.
B. Unless the bag had not been heavy, we would have taken it with us.
C. Had the bag not been heavy, we would have taken it with us
D. If the bag were not heavy, we would take it with us.

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each
of the questions:

Giving a dinner party is a wonderful way of entertaining people. You can also make new friends
and give others the chance to get to know each other better. It needs planning. First, make a guest list, with
different kinds of people and a mixture of women and men. Don’t invite couples because they aren’t so
much fun! When you know who can come, find out what they like to eat and drink. Note down any who are
vegetarians, or who can’t eat or drink certain things for religious reasons. Then plan their menu which
includes the first course, a choice of main course and dessert, plus lots of people’s favorite drinks. The next
thing to do is the shopping. Make sure you buy more enough of everything, and that someone can help you
to carry it! On the day, start cooking early. Then serve the delicious meals, sit down with your guests and
have a good time.
21. Which of the following is NOT true?

A. Giving a dinner party is a chance to have gifts and money.
B. Giving a dinner party is a chance to make new friends.
C. Giving a dinner party is a chance for others to know each other better.
D. Giving a dinner party is a good way of entertaining people.

22. Which is NOT included in the menu?
A. the main course and dessert B. food for the vegetarians

C. the first course D. people’s favorite drinks
23. Which of the following is TRUE?

A. You shouldn’t buy more than enough of what you need.
B. You need no one to carry the shopping for you.
C. You needn’t plan ahead when giving a dinner party.
D. You should cook early on the day.

24.Choose the correct order of things you should do in planning a dinner party.
A. Make a guest list, do the shopping, plan the menu, start cooking.
B. Make a guest list, plan the menu, do the shopping, start cooking.
C. Plan the menu, make a guest list, do the shopping, start cooking.
D. Plan the menu, do the shopping, make a guest list, start cooking.

SECTION B (4.0ms)
I.Read the passage and then fill in each blank with ONE suitable word. (1.0m)

AN UNLUCKY DAY
Last Sunday (1)__________definitely not a good day for me. It all started when I got into my car and it

refused to start. I immediately realised that I had left the lights on and the battery had gone out. I
telephoned my friend George and he came round and helped me start the car. I then drove into town
visiting a friend. I had arranged to meet him at six thirty, (2)__________ by the time I got there, it was ten
past seven and my friend was not there. I waited for him for an hour (3) __________the freezing weather,
but he didn't come. When I returned to my car, I saw that someone had broken into it, probably looking for
the radio. Luckily, I never leave the radio in the car! There was nothing I could do but get into my car and
drive home. Later I spoke to my friend and recognised that he had waited for only half an hour and left. He
didn't even apologise (4) __________ not waiting for me longer!
II. Complete each of the sentences with the correct form of the word in bracket (1.0m)
1. The negotiation was attended by___________of several states (represent)
2. Famous athletes don’t waste time _________ in competitions of no importance like those.
(participation)
3. Everyone was very ____________ when Anna said that her grandfather had died. (sympathy)
4. Children living in remote and mountainous areas may be ___________ disadvantaged. (education)
III. Rewrite each of the  sentences so that it is closest in meaning to the original one or do as
directed.
1. Keith was unemployed. He spent a lot of time filling in job application forms. ( Use Present Participle)



_________________________________________________________________________________
2. " If the door is locked, what will you do? " she asked ( Change into Reported Speech with If_
sentence)
_________________________________________________________________________________
3. If / I / be / you / , / I / not / accept / invitation . ( Complete the sentence with the prompts given )
____________________________________________________________________________________
4. Not / invite / wedding party / , / she / angry. ( Complete the sentence with the prompts given )
___________________________________________________________________________________

------ The end -------
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SECTION A (6.0ms)
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions or do
as directed.
Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the other words.

1. A. please B. bread C. instead D. head
2. A. intended B. finished C. coughed D. picked
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that has a different stress pattern.
3. A. resource B. method C. marriage D. standard
4. A. finish B. prefer C. invite D. enjoy
5. Next Saturday is my parents’ 50th wedding _________.

A. ceremony B. celebration C. occasion D. anniversary
6. He tried his best to make his birthday party more ________ .

A. enjoying B. enjoyed C. enjoyment D. enjoyable
7. Some children behave badly.and their parents can’t _________ them.

A. control B. encourage C. support D. limit
8. Jane is going to go abroad next month and she’s having a ______ party on Sunday.

A. farewell B.birthday C.wedding D.anniversary
9. Look at the state of the gate . It needs _______ as soon as possible. .

A. to repair B. repairing C. being repaired D. be repaired
10.  The _______ of poetry competition will be known tomorrow.

A. aim B. result C. decision D. spirit
11. Mike advised me _________ with my father.

A. not argue B. not to argue C. don’t argue D. not arguing
12. I remember _________ to the zoo when I was a child .

A. to take B. taking C. to be taken D. being taken
13. We managed ________ over the wall without ___________ .

A. to climb  / seeing B. climbing / being seen
C. to climb /    being seen D. to be climbed  / seeing

14.They prevented me ________ coming near the scene and asked me ________ away.
A. for/keeping B. against/to keep C. from/ to keep D. on/ keeping

15. The tin-opener seems __________ for the left- handed people .
A. to design B. to be designed C. designing D. being designed

16. Does Dr . Johnson  mind _________ at home if his patients need his help?
A. to call B. to be called C. calling D. being called

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction.
17. Vietnamese women were official allowed to vote in 1945.

A B C        D
18. We had to spend much time collecting enough evidence in order to accuse that man for killing our

nephew. A                             B C D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word.
19. The aim of the contest is to stimulate the spirit of learning English among students.

A. encourage B. motivate C. excite D. discourage
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word.
20. She is holding her birthday celebration at a luxury restaurant.

A.party B. festival C. dinner D. anniversary
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each
of the questions from 21 to 24.

Every day many road accidents happen in Hong Kong. Everyone, especially children must learn how to
cross the road. A simple code to remember is “STOP, LOOK and LISTEN BEFORE YOU CROSS”.



The Transport Department organized road safety campaigns every year in order to reduce traffic
accidents. Parents and teachers should educate children on road safety. Most schools have their own
School Road Safety Patrols. The School Road Safety Patrols is a uniformed group. It recruits secondary
school students as members. Students in senior forms help fellow students cross the road correctly and
safely on their way to and from school.

When you go out alone, however, what is the best way to cross the road? First, you must find a safe
place to cross. Of course, it is safest to be directed by a policeman or a traffic warden.

Roads are dangerous. However, if everyone takes care when crossing the road, there will be fewer
traffic accidents. Our transport system will then become safer and more efficient.

1. Who must learn how to cross the road safely?
A. Children and their parents. B. Everyone, especially teachers.
C. Those injured in road accidents. D. Everyone who uses the road.

2. Road safety campaigns are organized to _______.
A. help the School Road Safety Patrols. B. cut down the number of road accidents.
C. direct students to cross the road. D. educate children on road safety.

3. What is the most suitable description for the School Road Safety Patrol?
A. It accepts school teachers as members.
B. Its duty is to participate in Road Safety Campaigns.
C. You need not wear a uniform if you join.
D. Patrol members direct students to cross the roads correctly.

4. What should you do first if you want to cross a road?
A. Look around for traffic. B. Ask a policeman or traffic warden for help.
C. Find a safe place to cross. D. Cross the street quickly

SECTION B (4.0ms)
I. Complete each of the sentences with the correct form of the word in brackets (1.0m)
1. The 50th wedding anniversary is called the ___________ anniversary (gold)
2. The streets were noisy and full of ___________ (act)
3. She complained to the company about its awful service and they sent her a written _________

(apologise)
4. My parents have always _________ me in my choice of career. (courage)
II. Read the passage and then fill in each blank with ONE suitable word. (1.0m)
Whenever we see the word party , we will almost immediately associate it (1)_______ a noisy and cheerful
get-together  where people can enjoy excellent foods and drinks . That’s true , but certainly not enough .If
we have a chance to (2)_______ part  in social life , especially  in politics , we’ll be able to find more
various definitions of this interesting word . In a political party , for example , people don’t get
(3)_________for eating or drinking at all .They gather for a common ideal or purpose . Many members
usually stay loyal to their party all their life . Others , (4)_________ , may easily change their organization
as they find that they can no longer pursue its ideal , or that they have changed their purpose for some
reasons
III. Rewrite each of the sentences so that it is closest in meaning to the original one or do as
directed. (2.0 ms)
1.  Tom said “ Let’s have fish for dinner .”
Tom suggested ......................................................................................... ...................
2. Mastering a second language takes time and patience .
It takes .................................................................................................................... .........................................
3.“ Beware of that bad road ! It’s very dangerous to drive on it !” he warned us .
He warned .....................................................................................................
4. David/ apologise/ not send/ us/ thank-you letter.(Write a complete sentence with the words given).
………………..……………………………………...…………………….............…………………………..

The end
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I. PHONETICS (1.0 point)
Circle the word whose the underlined part  is pronounced differently from the others.
1.  A. who B. wheel C. whether D. whale
2.  A. restaurant B. celebrate C. parents D.iron
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that has a different stress pattern.
3. A.enjoyment B. performance C. constancy D. provision
4. A. exercise B. encourage C. organize D. stimulate
II. GRAMMAR  AND VOCABULARIES (5 points)
Choose the best answer among A , B , C or D that best completes each sentence.
5.  On my birthday, before I blew __________ the candles, I had prayed for my future and my family.

A. on B. out C. in D. at
6 What are you giving ………… her son on his birthday?

A. to B. for C. from D. on
7. We always celebrate our wedding __________ with dinner in an expensive restaurant every year.

A. party D. anniversary C. cake D. ring
8. Peter:“How often do you go to school ?” - Daisy: “__________””
A. I go there early B. Every day except Sunday
C. I do not think so D. I go there by bus
9. Linda: “Excuse me! Where is the post office?” Maria: “__________________”
A. Don’t worry B. I’m afraid not C. Yes, I think so D. It’s over there
10. Do you remember how we used to go to the cinema __________?

A. each other B. one another C. others D. together
11. __________ is all most human beings are looking for.

A. Happiness B. Happy C. Happily D. Unhappy
12. Losing one’s hair and teeth are the result of __________.

A. age B. aged C. ageless D. ageing
13. I remember __________my book on the table, but now it is nowhere ___________.

A. to put/ to see B. to put/ seen C. putting/ seeing D. putting/ to be seen
14. They are whispering to avoid _________ by their friends.

A. being heard B.. hearing C. to be heard D. being hearing
15. If I __________ .that, I wouldn’t give you the job.

A.known B. to know C. knew D. had known
16.. She dreamed of __________ her 18th birthday party __________ on a luxury boat.
a. have/ hold B. having/ to hold C. had/ holding D.having/ held
17. __________ interested in that subject , I would try to earn more about it.

A. Were I B. Should I C. I was D. Had I
18. It’s time we __________ out the solution to the problem of overpopulation.

A. found B. find C. find that D. will find
Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting.
19..  You (A) had better (B) learning(C) a foreign language before (D) applying for a job.
20. (A) Passing a driver's test is a (B) necessity requirement for all people (C)wishing (D) to drive a motor
vehicle.
III. READING

A. Read the passage and choose one correct answer for each question.(1 point)
Sometimes people get sick. Sometimes a part of their body is not working right. Sometimes these parts or
organs stop working. These organs might be the heart, the liver, or the kidneys. Some sick people need a
new organ to take the place of the one that is not working right.

When a person dies, some of their organs can be used in other people. The family of the dead person can
choose to give the working organs to people who need them.
A senator wants to make a law that will help keep records of people who want to give their organs. He
thinks it will be easier for the relatives of a person who dies to make the decision. The relatives would still
have the choice whether or not to give the organs.
Good organs are needed everywhere. There are not enough organs in California.
More people need to know about the need for organs. Many of the people who need them are not white.
But people from other races are not giving enough of their organs. Without enough organs from people of
all races, it is hard to find organs for all people who need one.
21. What is one thing happening to our organs that would make us sick?
A. They could stop working. B. They could work with each other.



C. They could work really well. D. They couldn’t be used for anyone.
22. When an organ stops working, what can a doctor do?
A.To take it out. B. To take it out and put it again.
C.To replace it with someone else’s organ. D. To make it start working again.
23. Where are good organs needed?
A. Only at one hospital. B.Everywhere, especially, in California.
C. Only in the states in Eastern America. D. in most hospitals.
24. What does the senator want to do with his law?
A. It pays for all the costs of replacing an organ. B. It will stop doctors from removing organs.
C. It pay for the family of the person who  donated his organs.
D. It will help keep tract of those who want to give their organs.
B. Read the passage and choose the best answer for each blank. (1 point)

A birthday party is a celebration that (1)__________.to celebrate the birth of the person being
honored. Birthday parties are celebrated in many cultures. While a child’s party is usually at home and
consists of (2) __________ drinks and sweet food as well as some main courses, adult’s birthday parties in
Western countries often take in bars or nightclubs where a range of alcoholic beverages are consumed.

In Western cultures, particularly in the United States, birthday parties are often accompanied by
colorful decorations (3)__________ as streamers and balloons. A birthday cake is often served with
candles that are to be blown out after a “birthday wish” has been made. While the birthday cake is brought
to the table, the song Happy birthday to You is sung. Wealthy people and celebrities may hire an event
management agency or a party (4) __________ to organize a birthday party.
IV. WORD FORM (1 point)
Complete each sentence with the correct form of the word in parentheses. (1 pt)
1. My younger sister’s ___________ has made her very popular among her classmates.(generous)
2. Where mutual sympathy doesn’t exist, friendship is __________ (possible)
3. Rachel is busy  __________ for her engagement party. (prepare)
4. The wide variety of jobs is making it an __________ attractive option for those who have just left school.
(increase)
V. WRITING
Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown, so that the meanings stay the same.
1. 'I'm sorry I couldn't come to visit you last summer.' Kate said to me.
 Kate apologized _________________________________________________________________
2. He smokes too much; that’s why he can’t get rid of his cough.
 If _____________________________________________________________________________
Write the sentences, using the given cues.
3. I/ have/ no/ objection/ hear/ story/ again.
 _____________________________________________________________________________
4. I / invite/ you/ the party/ 6 pm/ my house
 _____________________________________________________________________________

The end
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I. PHONETICS (1.0 point)
A. Circle the word whose the underlined part  is pronounced differently from the others.
1. A. looked B. noticed C. turned D. helped
2. A. twinkle B. twelve C. twenty D. twofold
B. Circle the word whose stress pattern is different from the others.
3. A. comfortable B. incapable C. memorable D. hospitable
4. A. humourous B. successful C. embarrassed D. enormous
II. GRAMMAR  AND VOCABULARIES (5 points)
A. Choose the best answer among A , B , C or D that best completes each sentence.
5. Before he turned 14, Mozart________a few pieces of piano.

A. had composed B. has composed C.would composed D. was composed
6. “ Let’s go to the zoo now”, our friends said.

A. Our friends suggested going to the zoo then.      B. Our friends invited us to go to the zoo now.
C. Our friends insisted us to go to the zoo then.      D. Our friends obliged us to go to the zoo now.

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word.
7. A bank has promised a donation of $ 24 million toward the disaster fund .

A. connection B. addition C. contribution D. provision
8. A: “What’s the best place to eat lunch?” - B: “__________________”

A. I’ll have soup, please B. There’s a great restaurant at the corner of the street.
C. I usually eat lunch at twelve                              D. Twelve would be convenient.

9. Where _______?  Which hairdresser did you go to?
A. did you cut your hair C. have you cut your hair
B. did you  have cut your hair D. did you have your hair cut

10. I __________ that someone __________ a similar message to my office 2 days earlier.
A. discovering / had sent       B. had discovered / sent C. discovered / had sent   D. discovered / sent
11. Tom: “How did you get here?” - John: “______”
A. Is it far from here? B. I came here last night.
C. The train is so crowded. D. By train.
12. A: “Was Pam seriously injured in the automobile accident?"

B:"She broke her arm. It _______ much worse if she hadn't been wearing her seat belt."
A. would have been B. were C. was D. will be

13. He rose from his chair and_______ her warmly in his arms.
A. protected B.replaced C. embraced D. appreciated

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word
14. We were involved in the anti-drug campaign up until the last minute.

A. included B. affected C. interested D. taken part
15. A person who has been chosen to speak or vote for someone else on behalf of a group.

A. contestant              B. competitor                 C. examinee                          D. representative
16.A lot of children participated in_______ performances .

A. raising-fund B. fundraising C. fundraise                        D. funding- raise
17. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word

The stockbroker denied having been informed of the secret business deal.
A. agreed B. accepted C. accused D. admitted

18. An only child often creates an _______ friend to play with.
A. imagery       B. imaginable C. imaginary                         D. imaginative

B.Choose the underlined part among A, B, C or D that needs correcting.
19.  We have heard so many news about recent developments in computer technology.

A              B                           C               D
20. We should have been informed Janis of the change in plans regarding our weekend trip to the

A               B C                D
Mountains.
III. READING
A. Read the passage and choose one correct answer for each question.(1 point)

In the primary school, a child is in a comparatively simple setting and most of the time forms a
relationship with one familiar teacher. On entering secondary school, a new world opens up and frequently
it is a much more difficult world. The pupil soon learns to be less free in the way he speaks to teachers and
even to his fellow pupils. He begins to lose gradually the free and easy ways of the primary school, for he
senses the need for a more cautious approach in the secondary school where there are older pupils,



Secondary staff and pupils suffer from the pressures of academic work and seem to have less time to stop
and talk. Teachers with specialist roles may see hundreds of children in a week, and a pupil may be able to
form relationships with very few of the staff. He has to decide which adults are approachable; good
schools will make clear to every young person from the first year what guidance and personal help is
available – but whether the reality of life in the institution actually encourages requests for help is another
matter.

Adults often forget what a confusing picture school can offer to a child. He sees a great deal of
movement, a great number of people – often rather frightening-looking people – and realizes that an
increasing number of choices and decisions have to be made. As he progresses through the school the
confusion may become less but the choices and decisions required will increase. The school will rightly
expect the pupil to take the first steps to obtain the help he needs, for this is the pattern of adult life for
which he has to be prepared, but all the time the opportunities for personal and group advice must be
presented in a way which makes them easy to understand and within easy reach of pupils.
21. According to the passage one of the problems for pupils entering secondary schools is that

_________.
A .they are taught by many different teachers
B .they do not attend lessons in every subject
C .the teachers do not want to be friendly

D .the teachers give most attention to the more academic pupils
22. In secondary schools every pupil having problems should _________.

A .be able to discuss ‘his problems in class’
B .be able to discuss his problems with any teacher
C .know how to ask for help
D. be freed from any pressure of academic work.

23. Talking about secondary schools, the author is mainly concerned about _________.
A. academic standards B. the personal development of pupils
C. the role of specialist teachers D. the training of the individual teachers

24. The word ‘approachable’ means most nearly the same as _________.
A. friendly and easy to talk to B. desirable
C. capable of offering accommodation D. advisable

B. Read the passage and choose the best answer for each blank. (1 point)
Having a best friend to confide ______(1) can bring a positive effect on our emotional health. An evening
out with the closest friend may be the best guarantee of a good time. In fact, our best friend can prevent us
from developing serious psychological ________(2) such as depression and anxiety.
Best friendship evolves with time – we cannot go out and pick our best friend. We _______(3) friends with
people who share common interests – at school or through hobbies, for example.
Best friends have usually known each other for years and stuck ________(3)through good and bad times. If
you haven’t got one, perhaps you are being too distant from people, or focusing too much on your work.
IV. WORD FORM (1 point)
Complete each sentence with the correct form of the word in parentheses. (1 pt)
1. There are some games at the party. Would you join____________ ? (enthuse)
2.I’d like to express my great...................to your company for the donation of one million dong (grateful)
3. Their dog, which was barking, ____________ the children. (frighten)
4. They now regret having spoiled their son by providing him too many_______ possessions. (materialize).
V. WRITING
Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown, so that the meanings stay the same.
1. How long is it since they went to Nairobi?
When........................................................................................?
2. She didn’t know where theatre was so she asked for directions at the hotel reception. (Use present
participle)
.................................................................................................................
Write the sentences, using the given cues.
1. My university term/ not start/ until/ autumn/ so/ I/ take / opportunity/ improve/ my English.
.....................................................................................................................
2. I/regret/ inform/ you/ application/ rejected
.....................................................................................................................

The end
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SECTION A (6.0ms)
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions or do
as directed.
1. My mother ____________ her hand when she was cooking the dinner.
A. burnt B. was burning C. has burnt D. had burnt
2. Some scientists say that there are enough resources to ____________ 8 billion people.
A. raise B. support C. provide D. distribute
3. The instructor warned the students____________ sailing alone on the lake.
A. with B. from C. to D. against
4. Her boss caught her speaking ____________ in the working time, so she was fired.
A. privately B. private C. privatize D. privacy
5. It is educational for children ____________ adults to perform their daily tasks.
A. beingobserved B. to be observed C. observing D. to observe
6. Many firms are now struggling to survive in a highly ____________ market place.
A. competing B. competition C. competitive D. uncompetitive
7. The inspector ____________ him ____________ having stolen the jewels.
A. dreamed - about B. thanked - for C. congratulated - on D. accused - of
8. - Tom : “Do you feel like going to the stadium this afternoon?” - Mary: “_______________”
A. That would be great. B. I feel very bored. C.You’re welcomed. D. I don’t agree.
9. - Peter : “What do you think of the General Knowledge Quiz?” - Tom :“_______________”
A. I hope not. B. It is interesting.
C. I think it isn’t mine. D. It’s my pleasure.
10. ____________ all his money, he decided to go home and ask his father for a job.
A. Having been spent B. Being spent C. Having spent D. Spending
11. ____________ is the quality of being faithful and loyal to a particular person or belief.
A. Suspicion B. Sympathy C. Generosity D. Constancy
12. Paul really didn’t mind ____________ by the party to celebrate his fortieth birthday.
A. to be surprised B. to surprise C. being surprised D. surprising
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the wordOPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word.
13. Due to an increase in population and the use of nearby land for farming, there are toxic levels of
chemicals in the water.
A. decrease B. shortage C. reply D. fluctuation
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the wordCLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word.
14. Win or lose is not important; it’s the enjoyment we have that is worth trying.
A. performance B. excitement C. joy and pleasure D. enthusiasm
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction.
15. He asked me that if he had done his homework, she wouldn’t have been angry.

A            B                 C                                                    D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction.
16. My father succeededto find a job, so my parents didn’t make me go to college.

A            B                                              C                D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that
of the others.
17. A. summer B. educate C. club D. public
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that
of the others.
18. A. architect B. arch C. church D. cheese
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that has a different stress pattern.
19. A. understanding B. anniversary C. experience D. celebration
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that has a different stress pattern.
20. A. invite B. gathering C. explosion D. imagine
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each
of the questions from 21 to 24.
The origins of the Olympic Games can be traced back to ancient Greece, to as far back as 776 B.C. It was
a Greek tradition to hold athletic competitions every four years in honour of their gods or dead heroes.
The prizes awarded to the winners of each event in those days were a crown of olive and a palm branch.
Although this may seem meaningless in modern times, the true prize lay in the honour of having won the



event. The winners were given places of honour on public occasions. In some towns they even exempted
from paying taxes.
The first modern Olympic Games were held in Athens in 1896. Since then, nations from around the world
have been meeting every four years to compete against one another. New Olympic records are set every
time they meet. The only exception to this quadrennial event was in 1944, when the Olympic Games were
not held because of the Second World War.
21. How often do Olympic Games take place?
A. every four years B. every three years C. every two years D. every year
22. The first Olympic Games were held ______.
A. in four years B. in about 776 B.C C. in 1896 D. in 776
23. In those days, apart from a crown of olive and a palm branch as an award, some winners ______.
A. got exemption from taxes B. got a lot of money
C. got meaningless prize D. were given public places
24. There were no Olympic Games in 1944 because ______.
A. there was an exception B. they were quadrennial
C. no record was set D. of World War II
SECTION B (4.0ms)
I. Complete each of the sentences with the correct form of the word in brackets (1.0m)
5. The birthday cake was _______________ decorated with pink and white icing. (beauty)
6. There are more than 50_______________ taking part in the competition. (compete)
7. He was accused of being _______________ to the government. (loyal)
4. Children ____________ in remote and mountainous areas may be educationally disadvantaged. (live)
II. Read the passage and then fill in each blank with ONE suitable word. (1.0m)
One of my jobs was to supply the village (1) _________water. The well was a long walk away. And the
women used to spend a long time every day carrying heavy pots backwards and forwards. So I contacted
organization and arranged to (2) _________some pipes delivered. We built a simple pipeline and a pump,
and it worked first time. It wasn't perfect - there were a (3) _________ leaks, but it made a great difference
to the villagers, (4) _________had never had running water before.
III. Rewrite each of the sentences so that it is closest in meaning to the original one or do as
directed. (2.0 ms)
1. Don’t lend Tom any money. That would be most unwise.
You would ………….……………...........….…………………...........…………………………………….…
2. I don’t drive the motorbike to school every morning because traffic jam happensfrequently.
If ………..……………………….………………………………………………...................…………..……
3. She went to the zoo last night and that is where she saw a real tiger for the first time.
Before ............................................................................................................................. ..............................
4. Write a complete sentence with the words given.
He/ apologized/ hiscolleagues/ not/ being/ able/ finish/ project/ on time.
………………..……………………………………...…………………….............…………………………..

------------------------The End ------------------------
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I. Choose the word/phrase that best answers each of the following questions or replaces the under
word. (3ms)
1. The competition was sponsored by the Students Parents’ Society. (stimulated / held / organized /
financially supported)
2. I remember ______(to be taken / to take / being taken / taking) to Paris when I was a very small child.
3. We are very thankful to you for rescuing us from such an embarrassing situation (sympathetic/ grateful/
hopeful/ successful)
4. ______ (Acquaintance / Sympathy / Sorrow /Constancy) is the quality of being faithful and loyal to a
particular person or belief.
5. My boss spends two hours a day ______( to travel/ having travelled/ travelling/ travelled) to work.
6. The applicant _______ (hoped appointed / hoped for appointing / hoped to appoint / hoped to be
appointed) that position.
7. - “Do you feel like going to the stadium this afternoon?”. - “______” (I don’t agree. I’m afraid. / I feel very
bored/ You’re welcomed. / That would be great)
8. ________(Have done/ Having done/ Done/ Do) all his homework, he went to bed.
9. It’s very quiet. I think there is ________(no one/ someone/ everyone/ anyone) in the room.
10. No one would have attended the lecture if you told the truth about the guest speaker.

A B C D
11. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others.



(neighbors / friends / relatives/ photographs)
12. Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from that of the others.
(competition/ difficulty/ celebration/ entertainment)
II. Read the following passage and answer the questions. (2ms)

Over one billion people lack adequate housing. These people are found in every country of the world and,
indeed, in most every community. They live in huts made sticks, mud or metal; in some cases, they don’t
even have a roof over their heads. The problem is huge. Does this mean there is nothing that can be
done?
According to the people at Habitat for Humanity International (HFHI), there’s plenty that can be done.
HFHI was founded in 1976 by Millard and Linda Fuller, millionaires who decided their money could best
be spent helping people. Since then, HFHI has helped fix and build homes for ten of thousands of people
in the United States and over 30 other coutries.
A look at who builds these homes reveals a lot about HFHI. Jimmy Carter, former U.S. president, and his
wife, Rosalynn, spend a week each year helping to build houses. Evinor Mira, a 16-year-old high school
student, recently helped to build houses for his family and others in his community  in Tepetitan, El
Salvador.
1. What social problem do you think Habitat for Humanity is helping to solve ?
2. Who founded HFHI ?
3. How many people in the U.S. have been helped build their homes ?
4. How do Jimmy and Rosalynn help to build houses?

III. Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the words inparentheses.(1.5ms)
1. They volunteer to work in ............... areas to provide education or children ( mountain)
2. They still .................that having many children means happiness. (belief)
3. Two ........ were made over the public address system regarding a lost child. (announce)
4. Don’t forget to drive ……… ! (care)
5. I’m very ............... to you for lending me some money when I am broke. ( gratitude )
6. Their company has a .............. in every European city. (represent)
IV. Read the passage and then fill in each gap with ONE suitable word. (1m)
Lunar New Year, or Tet, is Vietnam’s main holiday. It is the grandest and most important occasion in the
year which falls sometime __(1)__  19th January and 20th February on the Western calendar. Tet marks the
__(2)__ of spring and, for agrarian people, the start of a new year.
Tet’s preparation and celebration used to be spread over months, but nowadays the holiday is much
shorter. A great deal of excitement still builds up well before Tet, however. Streets are __(3)__ with
coloured lights and red banners. Shops are full of goods. People are __(4)__ buying gifts, cleaning and
decorating their houses and cooking traditional foods.
V. Rewrite each sentence, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same. (2.5ms)
1. “If we leave now, we’ll catch the train”, He said to me.
He told me ______________________________________________

2. “I’m sure you stole my new dictionary”, Mary said to him.
Marry accused ___________________________________________
3. We haven't met him for five years.
The last time _____________________________________________
4. Rita is exhausted today because she didn’t sleep last night.
If _______________________________________________________
5. They bought the tickets and then they went to the cinema last night.
Before ___________________________________________________

The end


